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Abstract

We show how to implement a calculus with higher�order
subtyping and subkinding by replacing uses of implicit sub�
sumption with explicit coercions� To ensure this can be
done� a polymorphic function is adjusted to take� as an ad�
ditional argument� a proof that its type constructor argu�
ment has the desired kind� Such a proof is extracted from
the derivation of a kinding judgement and may in turn re�
quire proof coercions� which are extracted from subkinding
judgements� This technique is formalized as a type�directed
translation from a calculus of higher�order subtyping to a
subtyping�free calculus� This translation generalizes an ex�
isting result for second�order subtyping calculi �such as F���

We also discuss two interpretations of subtyping� one
that views it as type inclusion and another that views it
as the existence of a well�behaved coercion� and we show�
by a type�theoretic construction� that our translation is the
minimum consequence of shifting from the inclusion inter�
pretation to the coercion�existence interpretation� This con�
struction shows that the translation is the natural one� and
it also provides a framework for extending the translation
to richer type systems� Finally� we show how the two inter�
pretations can be reconciled in a common semantics� It is
then easy to show the coherence of the translation relative
to that semantics�

� Introduction

A subtyping calculus is characterized by a subtyping relation
between types and the subsumption rule� if �� is a subtype
of �� �written �� � ��� and a term e has type ��� then e
can be used as a member of type ��� This rule is at the
heart of a subtyping calculus� but it poses a problem for
an implementer of the calculus because if �� and �� have
di�erent machine representations� the compiler must ensure
that a computation expecting an argument of type �� is
given that object in the machine representation of ��� not
that of ���
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For example� a subtyping system might include the ax�
iom int � real � re	ecting the mathematical fact that every
integer is also a real number� In such a system it would
be legal to write the code sqrt��� where the square root
function� sqrt� is a function on reals� However� integers and
reals �or� more properly� 	oats� have very di�erent machine
representations� so the compiler must coerce � to be a 	oat
before passing it to sqrt�

One approach would be to tag all objects with their types
and perform the coercions at run�time� However� this is
likely unacceptable due to the performance penalty it would
entail� To have acceptable performance� the compiler must
determine the proper coercions statically� at compile�time�

This can easily be done in an �explicitly typed� program�
ming language with 
rst�class functions� records� and even
parametric polymorphism� but becomes complicated with
the introduction of bounded quanti
cation ���� Consider
the bounded polymorphic function ����� �x��� f�x� where
f has type � � � �� With � unknown� it is not possible to
determine the coercion for x from type � to type � � Since
� � � � we know there exists a coercion from � to � � but we
have no idea what it is� �The reader familiar with construc�
tive logic may notice a parallel between this di�culty and
the problem of extracting programs from non�constructive
proofs� we will see later that indeed the solution results from
making kinding proofs constructive��

Breazu�Tannen et al� ���� hereafter referred to as BCGS�
showed how to solve this problem in the second�order case
for languages such as Fun ��� and F� ���� ���� The basic
idea is for bounded polymorphic functions to take the nec�
essary coercion as an additional argument� In this paper we
show how to extend this technique to languages with higher�
order type constructors and a subkinding relation� such as
Quest ���� F�

� ��� �� and �K ����� Instead of taking a coer�
cion as an extra argument� as in BCGS� polymorphic func�
tions take a higher�order kinding proof� In the second�order
case� this kinding proof turns out to be a simple coercion�
so the higher�order solution proves to be a generalization of
the second�order one� We formalize the technique by giv�
ing a translation of programs from a source calculus into a
subsumption�free target calculus� This translation is used
in the compiler for the KML programming language �����

We also give a type�theoretic construction that explains
the translation as a construction of the source calculus that
maintains constructivity while changing the interpretation
of subtyping from one based on type inclusion to one based
on the existence of semantics�preserving coercions� This
construction gives a deeper understanding of the translation



than simply as a syntactic device� it shows that our trans�
lation is in some sense the natural one� and it also gives a
framework for extending the translation to richer type sys�
tems�

The two interpretations of subtyping seem to be dis�
parate� but we show that they can be reconciled in a com�
mon semantics by quotienting the equalities of types modulo
coercions� In such a semantics it is easy to show the trans�
lation�s coherence� Aside from this coherence result� the
common semantics is also useful for the formal de
nition of
programming languages� While a implementation�oriented
de
nition would specify the insertion of coercions into pro�
gram code� a type�theoretic de
nition would be cleaner if
those coercions were left out� With a common semantics
available for each interpretation of subtyping� a language
designer can employ both styles of de
nition and show a
formal equivalence between them�

This paper is organized as follows� In Section  we brie	y
present the source and target calculi of our translation and
in Section � we give the translation itself� These sections are
a fairly straightforward extension of the BCGS result� and
the emphasis there is on exposition for the reader less famil�
iar with the technique� The remaining sections contain the
more novel contributions of the paper� In Section � we show
the type�theoretic construction motivating the translation�
this section assumes some familiarity with constructive type
theory and the propositions�as�types principle� In Section
� we semantically reconcile the two subtyping interpreta�
tions and use this semantics to give simple conditions under
which the translation is coherent� Related work is discussed
in Section � and brief concluding remarks appear in Section
��

� Source and Target Calculi

The Source We begin by giving the de
nition of our
source calculus� In the literature� this calculus is closest to
Quest ���� F�

� ��� and �K ����� The syntax rules appear
in Figure �� The source consists of three syntactic classes�
kinds� type constructors �often referred to brie	y as �con�
structors�� and terms� A fourth syntactic class� contexts� is
used to assign meaning to free variables in the typing rules�
The term class contains variables and the usual introduction
and elimination forms for functions� polymorphic functions
and records� The type constructor class contains the types
of these terms �arrow� quanti
ed and record types�� a top
type� a bottom type �void�� and a simply typed lambda cal�
culus �with pairs� over those types� Thus� the class of type
constructors contains types and higher�order type construc�
tors with which types can be built�

The kind class� which gives the �types� of type construc�
tors� is the most novel� It contains the power kind ��� and
dependent product and sum kinds� When � is a type� the
power kind P�� � contains all types that are subtypes of � �
Since every type is a subtype of Top� the kind of all types�
Type � is de
ned as P�Top�� The dependent product kind�
��������� is the kind of abstractions from kind �� to kind
�� where � stands for the argument and may appear free in
��� Likewise� the dependent sum kind� ��������� contains
pairs of a �� and a ��� where � stands for the left member
and may appear free in ���

The typing rules for the source appear in Appendix A�
The system contains judgements for typing� kinding� sub�
kinding �denoted �� and well�formedness of contexts� By

kinds � ��� P�c� j �������� j ��������
constructors c ��� � j �����c j c��c�� j hc�� c�i j ���c� j

���c� j c� � c� j �����c j
f	� � c�� � � � � 	n � cng j Top j void

terms e ��� x j �x�c�e j e�e� j �����e j e�c� j
f	� � e�� � � � � 	n � eng j ���e�

contexts  ��� � j  �� � �� j  �x � c�

Figure �� Source Calculus Syntax Rules

kinds � ��� Type j �� � �� j �� � ��
constructors c ��� � j �����c j c��c�� j hc�� c�i j ���c� j

���c� j c� � c� j �����c j
f	� � c�� � � � � 	n � cng j unit j void

terms e ��� x j �x�c�e j e�e� j �����e j e�c� j
f	� � e�� � � � � 	n � eng j ���e� j
� j anyc�e�

contexts  ��� � j  �� � �� j  �x � c�

Figure � Target Calculus Syntax Rules

using the power kind� the kinding judgement does double
duty to specify the subtyping relation� Since constructors
appear within kinds� not all kinds are well�formed� so some
judgement must specify well�formedness of kinds� re	exive
subkinding judgements serve this purpose�

The Target The target calculus is essentially Girard�s
F� ���� ��� augmented with a few additional constructs�
The syntax rules appear in Figure � There are just a few
di�erences between the source and target calculi� all stem�
ming from the absence of subtyping� At the kind level the
kind Type is now primitive� replacing the power kind� With�
out power kinds� constructors can no longer appear within
kinds� rendering dependent kinds unnecessary� so those are
replaced by non�dependent ones� At the type constructor
level the type Top is removed and replaced by the trivial
type unit� also the void type is retained as an empty type
but is no longer considered a bottom type� At the term level�
since subsumption can no longer be used to view an element
of void as an element of any type� an explicit elimination
form for void is added� any� �e� has type � whenever e has
type void and � is a type� Finally� an introduction form � is
included for unit�

The typing rules for the target appear in Appendix B and
are similar to those for the source� except that subsumption
is omitted� as are all rules for subtyping and subkinding�

� Eliminating Subsumption

Before launching into the translation itself� we 
rst motivate
it with a few �contrived� examples� Consider the bounded
polymorphic function

���P�intlist�� �x��� sum x

where sum has type intlist � int� This can be translated�
as in BCGS� as�

���Type � �!���� intlist � �x��� sum�!�x�





Implicit in this translation is the interpretation of subtyping
as coercion�existence� that � � intlist exactly when there
is a coercion from � to intlist� Thus� any coercion � �
intlist is a proof that � has kind P�intlist�� We translate
a polymorphic function to one taking a type constructor
argument and a proof that the argument has the proper
kind�

Now consider the higher�order bounded polymorphic func�
tion�

�
�����P�int��P�list������ �x�
�int �� sum x

When a type constructor 
 has kind ���P�int��P�list ����� it
means that for any �� if � has kind P�int� then 
 applied to
� has kind P�list����� Under the coercion�existence subtyp�
ing interpretation� this in turn means that for any �� if there
is a coercion �� int � then there is a coercion 
���� list ����
Thus� proofs that 
 has this kind have the polymorphic type
���Type � ��� int�� 
���� list ���� That proof� call it !
� is
used to translate x from type 
�int � to type list �int � by ap�
plying it 
rst to int and then to the proof that int has kind
P�int� �which is the identity coercion on int�int�� resulting
in !
�int � ��z�int �z�x� Hence the term is translated�

�
�Type � Type �
�!
�����Type ���� int�� 
���� list �����

�x�
�int �� sum �!
�int � ��z�int �z�x�

In each of these examples� the coercion used in subsump�
tion was extracted directly from the proof that some vari�
able has its given kind� In general� of course� a coercion
may involve the proofs of more than one variable �or none
at all� and some additional computation� This construction
of a coercion is driven by the derivation of the subtyping
judgement�

The process of constructing a coercion can be under�
stood as follows� In the subsumption rule we are given
that �� � ��� This is shorthand for �� � P����� and� un�
der the coercion�existence interpretation� this indicates the
existence of a coercion from �� to ��� A proof of this kind�
ing relationship would be such a coercion� The translation
extracts such a proof from the derivation of �� � �� in a
manner reminiscent of the extraction of programs from con�
structive proofs ���� The additional proof variables shown
above �e�g�� !�� !
� ensure that proofs are available at the
leaves of the derivation�

As an aside� we can see here the potential for a computa�
tional ine�ciency� Consider the polymorphic type
���P�Top�� list ���� list ���� which might be assigned to a
list reversal function� Proofs that � has kind P�Top� are of
the type ��unit �we will translate Top as unit�� so this type
would be translated ���Type � ��� unit�� list ���� list ����
However� all coercions � � unit are equal� since unit has
only one �convergent� element� so the kinding proof need
not� in practice� be taken as an argument� A compiler based
upon this technique would suppress trivial proofs� as does
the KML compiler� Nevertheless� for the sake of simplicity�
we will not suppress trivial proofs in this paper�

��� The Type�Directed Translation

We are now ready to begin the formal details of the transla�
tion� A kind is translated by converting power kinds to Type
and erasing dependency information� as shown in Figure �
�where the translation of � is denoted ���

�������� � �� � ��
�������� � �� � ��

P�c� � Type

Figure �� Kind Translation

j�j � �
j�����cj � �����jcj
jc��c��j � jc�j �jc�j�

jhc�� c�ij � hjc�j� jc�ji
j�i�c�j � �i�jcj�

jc� � c�j � jc�j � jc�j
j�����cj � ����� ���� ��� jcj

jf	� � c�� � � � � 	n � cngj � f	� � jc�j� � � � � 	n � jcnjg
jTopj � unit
jvoid j � void

��c�P�c��� � c� jc�j
��c���������� � ������ ���� ���� ��c���� ���
��c���������� � �����c�� ����

�����c�� �������c����

Figure �� Type Constructor Translation and Proof Types

The translation of type constructors is de
ned mutually
inductively with the de
nition of proof kinds� The trans�
lation of the constructor c is denoted jcj� and ��c� �� de�
notes the type of proofs that c �a target constructor� has
source kind � �more precisely� that c is the translation of
a source constructor of kind ��� As we saw in the exam�
ples above� polymorphic functions are translated by adding
an additional proof argument and Top is translated to unit�
The translation of type constructors and the de
nition of
proof types appears in Figure �� where a�b�z� denotes the
capture�avoiding substitution of b for z in a�

A context is translated by mapping the kind and con�
structor translations over its bindings and adding additional
bindings to hold kinding proofs� as shown in Figure � �where

the translation of  is denoted  �� For convenience we as�
sume that a subset of the term variables have been set aside
as proof variables and are designated !� for each constructor
variable ��

Proposition � �� If  �S context then  �T context�

�� If  �S c � � then  �T jcj � ��
With these translations in hand� we can now give the

type�directed translation for terms� The system consists of
three judgements plus the  �S context judgement of the

� � �
 �� � �� �  �� � ���!� � ���� ���

 �x � � � �  �x � j� j�

Figure �� Context Translation

�



source� For each rule in the source� there is a corresponding
translation rule� so the translation procedure is straightfor�
ward�

If  �S e � � � then the term translation judgement

 � e � � 	 et

computes et� the translation of e� To implement the sub�
sumption rule� the term translation uses another transla�
tion judgement to compute kinding proofs� If  �S c � ��
the proof synthesis judgement

 � c � �	 p

computes p� a proof that c has kind �� When  � c� � c��
the kinding proof computed is a coercion c� � c� that can
be used by the subsumption rule� In addition to these two
judgements� a third judgement is required to handle sub�
kinding subsumption� If  �S �� � ��� the proof coercion
judgement

 � �� � �� 	 pc

computes pc� a proof coercion from proofs of membership in
�� to proofs of membership in ��� That is� if p is a proof
that c has kind ��� then pc �c� p is a proof that c has kind
���

Selected translation rules appear in Figure �� the full sys�
tem is given in Appendix A� Following are two propositions
expressing static properties of the translation� Proposition
 says that translations always exist for well�formed terms
�and kinding and subkinding judgements�� Proposition �
�taken with Proposition �� says that the translation is type
correct �in well�formed types and contexts�� so it satis
es
our implementational demands� Although it seems clear
that this translation is �right�� at this point we can only
trust our intuition� In the next section we address this is�
sue a bit more carefully� and in Section � we give one formal
sense in which the translation is right� the source and target
calculi can be given a common semantics that is preserved
by the translation�

Proposition � ��  �S e � � i�  � e � � 	 et for some
et�

��  �S c � � i�  � c � �	 p for some p�

��  �S �� � �� i�  � �� � �� 	 pc for some pc�

Proposition � �� If  � e � � 	 et then  �T et � j� j�
�� If  � c � �	 p then  �T p � ��jcj� ���
�� If  � �� � �� 	 pc and  �S c � �� and  �T p �

��jcj� ��� then  �T pc �jcj� p � ��jcj� ����

� Type�Theoretic Implementation of Sub�

sumption

In Section � we gave a translation that eliminated sub�
sumption� This translation su�ces for our implementational
needs� but it is possible that another such translation could
exist� Is there any reason to prefer this one over other pos�
sible translations" In this section we answer this question
in the a�rmative by giving a type�theoretic construction
showing that our translation is the natural one�

The construction begins by building the kinds of our
source calculus in the type theory of Nuprl ���� �although
any su�ciently rich type theory will su�ce� using the in�
clusionary interpretation of subtyping that �� � �� exactly
when all members of �� are members of ��� We then reinter�
pret subtyping using coercion�existence and make the neces�
sary changes to our construction to maintain constructivity�
This second construction� when expressed in terms of our
target calculus� is isomorphic to the results of the transla�
tion� From this we conclude that the translation corresponds
to the minimal consequence of moving from inclusionary
subtyping �the programmer�s model� to coercion�existence
subtyping �the machine�s model�� and it is in this sense that
the translation is the natural one�

In the inclusionary interpretation� �� � �� when every
member of �� is a member of ��� Another way of saying this
is that �� � �� exactly when the identity function ��x�x� is
a function from �� to ��� With this in mind� we can de
ne
the power kind using a set type��

��P�� ��� � f� � Type j � � �g
The set type fz � S j P �z�g contains all elements z of

type S such that P �z� is true �i�e�� inhabited�� but sup�
presses the computational content in the proofs of P � Thus
if e 
 fz � S j P �z�g� then P �e� is true �inhabited�� but the
inhabitant of P �e� is inaccessible and cannot be used for
computation� Additional details are available in Constable
���� and Constable et al� �����

Under our current interpretation of subtyping ��� � ��
i� �x�x 
 ������� the computational content of a subtyping
proposition is always the identity function� which� although
suppressed by the set type in the power kind de
nition� can
trivially be reconstructed� Thus there is no problem imple�
menting subsumption constructively� Suppose we are given
that �� has kind P���� and e has type ��� then we can con�
clude that �x�x 
 �� � �� and hence that e � ��x�x�e 
 ���

Now suppose we wish to weaken our interpretation of
subtyping to allow �� �new �� whenever there is any
�semantics�preserving�� function from �� to ��� not neces�
sarily the identity function� �We use �� #� �� to denote the
type of semantics�preserving functions�� We might naively
attempt to de
ne the power kind in the same manner as
before�

��P�� ���new � f� � Type j � �new �g � f� � Type j � #� �g
�wrong�

Unfortunately� the computational content of a subtyp�
ing proposition is now non�trivial� When �� has kind P�����
there is no way of reconstructing the inaccessible witness of
�� #� �� �even though we know some such witness exists�
and hence subsumption cannot be implemented construc�
tively� This is identical to the basic problem with imple�
menting bounded quanti
cation discussed in the introduc�
tion� To make subsumption constructive again� we must use

�In Nuprls type theory� Type is not a member of Type� but belongs
instead to a higher universe� so this de�nition of power kinds will not
strictly speaking be adequate to give a full account of our source
calculuss impredicative types� The techniques of Mendler ��	� could
extend this construction to impredicative types� but the extension is
omitted here for the sake of simplicity� since this detail does not a�ect
our purposes in any signi�cant way�

�We leave open the de�nition of semantics�preserving functions�
although any proper de�nition would include the identity functions�
This gives greater �exibility to the construction� The reader both�
ered by this may take all strict total functions to be semantics pre�
serving� Other reasonable choices include homomorphisms� injective
homomorphisms� and linear�time functions�

�



�� I�  �� � �� � e � c	 et
 � �����e � �����c	 ����� �!������ ��� et

�� E� � e � �����c� 	 et  � c� � �	 p
 � e �c�� � c��c����	 et �jc�j� p

�Subsume�
 � e � c� 	 et  � c� � P�c��	 p

 � e � c� 	 p et
�Var�

 �S context
 � � � �	 !�

�� � �� 
  

�fg ��  � ci � P�c�i�	 pi �for � � i � n�  �S ci � Type �for n$ � � i � m�

 � f	i � ci�i�����m�g � P�f	i � c�i�i�����n�g�	 �x�f	i � jcij�i�����m�g� f	i � pi ��i�x�
�i�����n�g

n � m�m  �

�� ��  � c�� � P�c��	 p�  � c� � P�c���	 p�
 � c� � c� � P�c�� � c���	 �f �jc�j � jc�j� p� � f � p� �void ��  �S c � Type

 � void � P�c�	 �x�void � anyc�x�

�� I�
 �� � ��� � c � �� 	 p

 � ������c � �������� 	 ������ �!������ ���� p
�� E�

 � c� � �������� 	 p�  � c� � �� 	 p�
 � c��c�� � ���c����	 p� �jc�j� p�

�� I�
 � c� � �� 	 p�  � c� � ���c����	 p�  �� � ��� �S �� kind

 � hc�� c�i � �������� 	 hp�� p�i

�Subkind�
 � c � �� 	 p  � �� � �� 	 pc

 � c � �� 	 pc �jcj� p �P ��  � c� � P�c��	 p

 � P�c�� � P�c��	 ���Type � �p���� c�� p � p�

Figure �� Selected Translation Rules

a dependent sum instead� which does not suppress compu�
tational content�

��P�� ���new � ���Type � � #� �

The inhabitants of this sum are pairs containing the type
itself and the semantics�preserving function� With this def�
inition of the power kind� subsumption can again be imple�
mented constructively�

Now consider the polymorphic function ���P���� e� Un�
der the new construction� this is interpreted

������P������ e� � ��������Type � � #� � �� e��� ���Type � �!��� #� �� e��h�� !�i����
where e� is the interpretation of e� This� when stated in
terms of our target calculus �where all coercions are taken
to be semantics preserving�� is precisely the result of the
translation�

If the construction is extended to higher kinds in the
obvious manner and the reasonable restriction is made that
type constructors may not depend upon kinding proofs
�which cannot happen in our source or target calculi any�
way�� then this correspondence holds at higher kinds as
well� That is� for all valid kinds �� ����� is isomorphic to
����� ���� ���� Thus the polymorphic function �����e is
interpreted

����������e� �� ���������� ���� ���� e�

�� ����� �!������ ��� e��h�� !�i����
which again is precisely the result of the translation�

� Reconciling Inclusion and Coercion�

Existence

To this point it may appear that the two interpretations of
subtyping� inclusion and coercion�existence� are disparate

�In fact� an examination of the type ��������� �� and the type
����� reveals that the former is essentially a phase�split ���� version of
the latter�

ones� In this section we show that this need not be so�
by giving a common semantics for the two interpretations�
Since there is insu�cient space in this paper to give a math�
ematically rigorous presentation of this semantics� here we
simply outline the most salient points� a formal treatment
appears in Crary �����

We begin by supposing that we are given a value�
respecting partial equivalence relation �VPER� de
ned be�
low� semantics built over some evaluation function ��� �� ��
and that we are given a set of coercions operating on that
semantics� primitive types� We will then build a new VPER
semantics that incorporates those coercions�

A partial equivalence relation �PER� is a symmetric and
transitive relation� If  is a PER� its domain� denoted
Dom��� is de
ned as the set of terms e such that e  e�
Thus a PER is an equivalence relation over its domain� A
PER is value�respecting if evaluation respects equivalence
classes� that is

� e  e and e � v implies e  v
� e  e� and e � v implies e� � v�

where we write e � v if e evaluates to v�� A VPER semantics
associates each type � with a VPER � � The members of �
are those terms in Dom�� �� and equality on � is given by
� �

The subtyping relationship stems from two sources� sub�
typing on primitive types and type constructors �e�g�� int �
real and list �� � � tree �� ��� and the induced subtyping rela�
tions over the type constructors� Coercions resulting from
the latter do nothing of computational interest except ap�
ply primitive coercions resulting from the former ���� so we
will give the construction of the new semantics for primi�
tive types and allow its extension to type constructors to be
interleaved with it�

We construct the new semantics by induction on the sub�
typing order resulting from our set of coercions� Let � and

�The second clause dictates that a convergent expression shall not
be equal to a divergent or �stuck� expression� The conventional def�
inition of value�respecting omits this requirement�

�



� be primitive types and let f be a coercion �� � � Let �

be the VPER for � under the old semantics and �invoking
induction� let �

� be the VPER for � under the new seman�
tics� We assume that Dom�� � and Dom��

�� are disjoint�
if necessary� this can be achieved by tagging each primitive
type before we begin� The new VPER for � � �

� � is the
union of � and �

� that condenses equivalence classes to
respect the coercion f � Formally� �

� is the least symmetric�
transitive relation such that�

� e � e� implies e �
� e�

� e �
� e� implies e �

� e�

� e �
� e implies e �

� f e

Note that Dom��
�� � Dom��� � Dom��

��� If there are
additional types �� with coercions ���� then this construc�
tion is iterated over those other coercions as well�

To complete the new VPER semantics we must update
the evaluation function to incorporate coercions in order for
the VPERs of our semantics to indeed be value respecting�
otherwise the evaluation of one term could become �stuck�
while that of an equivalent term did not� For instance� fol�
lowing the example in Section �� suppose f is a coercion
int � real and suppose the original evaluation system con�
tains the rule�

e� � sqrt e� � r

e�e� �
p
r

r 
 R

Then the new evaluation system must add the rule�

e� � sqrt e� � z f z � r

e�e� �
p
r

z 
 Z�r 
 R

It remains to make a few observations about the new se�
mantics� First� in the new semantics� coercions are identity
functions� which reconciles the two interpretations of sub�
typing� Second� our augmentation of the evaluation system
amounts to adding �run�time� coercions� In that semantic
context� the translation in this paper transforms a program
that might need run�time coercions to one that will not�
Third� the new semantics does not collapse any equivalence
classes that exist in the original semantics� This is easily
shown from the fact that our coercion set forms a forest�
If our coercion set were permitted to form a DAG then it
would be necessary to require that our primitive coercions
be coherent among themselves ����

��� Coherence

Since the translation of a term depends upon the derivation
of its typing judgement� it is possible for a term to have many
di�erent possible translations� If we wish our programming
language to be portable �and do not wish to 
x a particular
typing strategy in the language de
nition�� it is important
that any two such translations be semantically equivalent�
In the 
rst�order case� without polymorphic functions� the
above semantics gives us this result� Coercions are built
entirely of primitive coercions� and primitive coercions are
identity functions in the semantics �or the extension of iden�
tity functions to higher kinds�� Thus any coercion used in
subsumption is an identity function� and hence coherence�

However� a complication appears in the presence of poly�
morphic functions� Consider the function ���Top� �x���
�x � Top�� This has two di�erent translations� depending

upon whether the Var or TopSub rule is used to show
� � Top�

� ���Type � �!���� unit � �x��� !�x
� ���Type � �!���� unit � �x��� ��x�����x

These actually are equivalent� but that is only an artifact
of the restricted type system in which we are presently work�
ing� In a language with nontermination or computational
e�ects� !� could be instantiated with any sort of pathologi�
cal function� which would make the two terms inequivalent�
This is the direct consequence of allowing an arbitrary argu�
ment for the kinding proof�� �In the terminology of Section
�� the problem is that such functions are not semantics pre�
serving��

In practice� of course� kinding proofs are instantiated
only by the compiler and never with this sort of pathological
argument� To get a formal coherence result� we must restrict
proof argument types so that they include only the sort of
arguments they will actually receive� With such a restriction
in place� all proof arguments will be identity functions� like
the primitive coercions� Then� as in the 
rst�order case�
coercions used in subsumption will be identity functions� and
again coherence results� The necessary restriction can easily
be implemented syntactically by adding a type of coercions
which can only be built with speci
ed combinators� as in the
BCGS system of variant types�

	 Related Work

In the seminal paper on subtyping as coercion�existence ����
BCGS developed the use of coercions to eliminate subsump�
tion in the second�order case� Their focus was on making a
wider array of semantic techniques available to model sub�
typing calculi� To that end� they proved a syntactic co�
herence result� leaving the semantics of the target calculus
open �except to the extent to which it was constrained by
the equational theory�� The translation presented in this pa�
per is the generalization of their translation to higher�order
subtyping� in particular� the coercions used in BCGS are a
special case of the kinding proofs used in this paper� Curien
and Ghelli ���� developed another technique for showing the
syntactic coherence of a similar second�order translation by
proof rewriting� Breazu�Tannen� Gunter and Scedrov ���
gave an operational semantics to a 
rst�order special case
�without polymorphism� bounded quanti
cation or subtyp�
ing on primitive types� and showed that the translation in
that case did not observably a�ect the computation�

Bruce and Longo ��� developed a model of subtyping and
bounded quanti
cation that interprets types as PERs� but
interprets an element of type � as an equivalence class of
� � not as a member of Dom���� Under this interpreta�
tion� equality in a type corresponds to equality in the model�
in contrast to our semantics where equality in � corresponds
to equivalence under � � moreover� in the Bruce and Longo
model the interpretation of a term depends upon the type

�BCGS� for their system without variant types� show coherence of
a translation that permits arbitrary arguments� but they are able to
do this because they include the rule

e � unit

e � �

which is questionable in the presence of divergent expressions� and
certainly unsound in the presence of e�ects�

�



it is placed in� Thus� a member of a subtype is not �in
the model� a member of the supertype� so coercions are re�
quired to interpret subtyping� this is handled in the model
by a coherent translation� In some sense� then� the model
of Bruce and Longo is the exact opposite of the semantics
in Section �� In this paper we begin with a set of coercions
and build a PER semantics that permits subtyping by in�
clusion� Bruce and Longo begin with a PER and subtyping
by inclusion �and re
nement� and with it build a model that
uses coercions�

Also closely related to this work is the work of Jones on
quali
ed types ��� ��� which are types required to obey
some predicate� These predicates are used to implement
type classes in the Gofer programming language ���� As
here� Jones implements quali
ed types using a translation
motivated by the propositions�as�types principle� This trans�
lation passes evidence terms analogous to the kinding proofs
of this paper� Jones shows also that the translation is co�
herent whenever terms have unique minimal types ��� ���

Early work in this area was done by Reynolds ���� who
used category theory to develop a framework for de
ning
semantics for and showing the coherence of calculi with
subtyping and overloaded operators� More recently� the se�
mantics for the programming language Forsythe ���� inter�
preted intersection types as a category�theoretic pullback� a
non�syntax�directed de
nition� this was proven coherent in
Reynolds �����


 Summary and Conclusions

We have given a translation of a higher�order subtyping cal�
culus into subsumption�free calculus suitable for implemen�
tation by conventional means� Such a translation is necessi�
tated by changing the interpretation of subtyping from in�
clusion �the programmer�s model� to coercion�existence �the
machine�s model�� A type�theoretic construction shows that
our translation is the minimal consequence of that shift in
interpretation� Finally� we have reconciled the two interpre�
tations in a common semantics� Coherence relative to that
semantics is easily shown� That ease is a consequence of the
fact� revealed by the type�theoretic construction� that the
translation does not actually change very much�

The type�theoretic construction also gives a framework
for working out generalizations to more expressive type sys�
tems� In particular� the translation easily generalizes to the
dependent record kinds of �K ����� That generalized trans�
lation is put to practical use in the KML compiler ����� We
also claim� without elaboration� that the construction shows
how to generalize the translation to Cardelli�s formulation
of F�

� with monotone kinds ����
We also hope that the reconciliation of Section � can be

used to manage complexity in formalized mathematics� In
informal mathematics� a structure in algebra or analysis is
often used as a substructure of another� implicitly using iso�
morphism� These isomorphisms must be included explicitly
in formalized mathematics� and lead to considerable clutter�
We hope that a construction as in Section � can be used to
hide such coercions of isomorphism�
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A Source and Translation Rules

Since there is a one�to�one correspondence between rules in
the source calculus and translation rules� we present the two
simultaneously in the interest of brevity� What follow are
the translation rules� For any translation rule� the corre�
sponding rule in the source calculus is obtained by dropping
the extract �	 e� from each judgement with an extract in
the rule� The context formation judgements have no extract
and thus are considered as judgements in the source calcu�
lus without modi
cation� Moreover� some translation rules
ignore the extracts of some antecedent judgements �usu�
ally because those extracts are trivial�� such judgements are
stated in source calculus form� without the ignored extracts�
Also� the de
nition of ���equivalence is completely standard
and is omitted �also in Appendix B��

A�� Judgement Forms

c� ��� c� c� and c� are ���equivalent
 � context  is a valid context
 � �� � �� 	 pc ��� �� are valid kinds and �� is

a subkind of �� �with proof
coercion pc�

 � c � �	 p c had kind � �with proof p�
 � e � c	 et e has type c �with translation et�

A�� Abbreviations

Type
def
� P�Top�

 � � kind
def
�  � � � �

 � c� � c� 	 p
def
�  � c� � P�c��	 p

let � � c and x � c� � e in e�
def
� ��x�c�� e��c���� e

A�� Context Formation

� � context �NullCtx�

 � � kind

 �� � �� � context � �
  �KindCtx�

 � c � Type

 �x � c� � context x �
  �TypeCtx�

�



A�� Kind Formation and Subkinding

 � �� � �� 	 pc  � �� � �� 	 pc�

 � �� � �� 	 ������ �p����� ���� pc
� ��� �pc ��� p�

�Trans�

 � ��� � �� 	 pc�
 �� � ���� � �� � ��� 	 pc�  �� � ��� � �� kind

 � �������� � ��������
�
� 	

����� � ��� �p���������������

������� �!������ �
�
��� pc� ���� �p ��� �pc� ��� !���

�Pi�

 � �� � ��� 	 pc�
 �� � ��� � �� � ��� 	 pc�  �� � ���� � ��� kind

 � �������� � ��������
�
� 	

����� � ��� �p���������������
hpc� ����������p��
let � � ����� and !� � �������� ��� � ���p� in

pc� ������� ���p�i
�Sigma�

 � c� � c� 	 p

 � P�c�� � P�c��	 ���Type � �p���� c�� �x��� p �p
� x�
�Pow�

A�� Kinding

 � context
 � � � �	 !�

� � � 
  �TypeVar�

 �� � ��� � c � �� 	 p

 � ������c � �������� 	 ������ �!������ ����p
�PiIntro�

 � c� � �������� 	 p�  � c� � �� 	 p�

 � c��c�� � ���c����	 p� �jc�j� p�
�PiElim�

 �� � ��� � c��� � �� 	 p

 � c � �������� 	 ������ �!������ ����p
� �
 c

�PiEta�

 � c� � �� 	 p�
 � c� � ���c����	 p�  �� � ��� � �� kind

 � hc�� c�i � �������� 	 hp�� p�i
�SigmaIntro�

 � c � �������� 	 p

 � ���c� � �� 	 ���p�
�SigmaElim��

 � c � �������� 	 p

 � ���c� � ������c����	 ���p�
�SigmaElim��

 � ���c� � �� 	 p�
 � ���c� � ������c����	 p�  �� � ��� � �� kind

 � c � �������� 	 hp�� p�i
�SigmaEta�

 � c� � Type  � c� � Type

 � c� � c� � Type 	 �x�jc� � c�j�� �Arrow�

 �� � �� � c � Type

 � �����c � Type 	 �x�j�����cj�� �Quant�

 � context  � ci � Type for � � i � n

 � f	i � ci�i�����n�g � Type 	 �x�jf	i � ci�i�����n�gj��
�Record�

 � context
 � Top � Type 	 �x�unit �� �Top�

 � context
 � void � Type 	 �x�void �� �Void�

 � c � �� 	 p  � �� � �� 	 pc

 � c � �� 	 pc �jcj� p �Subkind�

�



A�	 Subtyping

 � c� � Type  � c� � Type c� ��� c�

 � c� � c� 	 �x�c��x
�Reflex�

 � c�� � c� 	 p�  � c� � c�� 	 p�

 � c� � c� � c�� � c�� 	 �f �jc�j � jc�j� �x�jc��j� p� �f �p� x��
�ArrowSub�

 � �� � �� 	 pc  �� � ��� � c� � c� 	 p

 � ������c� � ������c� 	
�f ������������ ���� jc�j��

������ �!������ ���� p �f ��� �pc ��� !���
�QuantSub�

 � ci � c�i 	 pi �for � � i � n�
 � ci � Type �for n$ � � i � m�

 � f	i � ci�i�����m�g � f	i � c�i�i�����n�g 	
�x�f	i � jcij�i�����m�g� f	i � pi ��i�x�

�i�����n�g

n � m
m  �

�RecordSub�

 � c � P�c��
 � c � Top 	 �x�jcj�� �TopSub�

Note� The TopSub rule does not enlarge the set of prov�
able judgements in the source calculus� so it could� strictly
speaking� be omitted� However� it allows smaller proofs and
extracts� so it is still useful in a practical system�

 � c � Type

 � void � c	 �x�void � anyc�x�
�VoidSub�

A�
 Typing

 � context
 � x � c	 x

x � c 
  �Var�

 �x � c�� � e � c� 	 et

 � �x�c��e � c� � c� 	 �x�jc�j�et �ArrowIntro�

 � e� � c� � c� 	 et�  � e� � c� 	 et�

 � e�e� � c� 	 et�et�
�ArrowElim�

 �� � �� � e � c	 et

 � �����e � �����c 	 ����� �!������ ��� et
�QuantIntro�

 � e � �����c� 	 et  � c� � �	 p

 � e �c�� � c��c����	 et �jc�j� p �QuantElim�

 � context  � ei � ci 	 eti for � � i � n

 � f	i � ei
�i�����n�g � f	� � c��i�����ng 	 f	� � et�

�i�����n�g
�RecordIntro�

 � e � f	� � c�� � � � � 	n � cng 	 et

 � ��i�e� � ci 	 ��i�et�
� � i � n

�RecordElim�

 � e � c� 	 et  � c� � c� 	 p

 � e � c� 	 p et
�Subtype�

B Target Rules

B�� Judgement Forms

c� ��� c� c� and c� are ���equivalent
 � context  is a valid context
 � c � � c had kind �
 � e � c e has type c

B�� Context Formation

� � context �NullCtx�

 � context
 �� � �� � context � �
  �KindCtx�

 � c � Type

 �x � c� � context x �
  �TypeCtx�

B�� Kinding

 � context
 � � � �

� � � 
  �TypeVar�

 �� � ��� � c � ��

 � ������c � �� � ��
�PiIntro�

 � c� � �� � ��  � c� � ��

 � c��c�� � ��
�PiElim�

��



 � c� � ��  � c� � ��

 � hc�� c�i � �� � ��
�SigmaIntro�

 � c � �� � ��

 � �i�c� � �i
i � ��  �SigmaElim��

 � c� � Type  � c� � Type

 � c� � c� � Type
�Arrow�

 �� � �� � c � Type

 � �����c � Type �Quant�

 � context  � ci � Type for � � i � n

 � f	� � c�� � � � � 	n � cng � Type
�Record�

 � context
 � unit � Type

�Unit�

 � context
 � void � Type

�Void�

B�� Typing

 � context
 � x � c

x � c 
  �Var�

 �x � c�� � e � c�

 � �x�c��e � c� � c�
�ArrowIntro�

 � e� � c� � c�  � e� � c�

 � e�e� � c�
�ArrowElim�

 �� � �� � e � c

 � �����e � �����c �QuantIntro�

 � e � �����c�  � c� � �

 � e �c�� � c��c����
�QuantElim�

 � context  � ei � ci for � � i � n

 � f	� � e�� � � � � 	n � eng � f	� � c�� � � � � 	n � cng
�RecordIntro�

 � e � f	� � c�� � � � � 	n � cng
 � ��i�e� � ci

� � i � n �RecordElim�

 � context
 � � � unit �UnitIntro�

 � e � void  � c � Type

 � anyc�e� � c
�VoidElim�

 � e � c�  � c� � Type  � c� ��� c�

 � e � c�
�Equal�

��


